Education First Dives Deep into the Customer Experience

EF uses Adobe partner Decibel Insight to expand insights beyond what’s happening to why it’s happening.

“Building a beautiful website that looks nice is just the start, it has to work for both the user and the company. We need hard proof that our digital marketing efforts and resources are being optimized fully.”

Helena Boada, Digital Marketing Analyst, EF

SOLUTION
Decibel Insight integrated with Adobe Analytics and Target through the Adobe Marketing Cloud Exchange.

RESULTS

INSIGHTS
New metrics provide actionable information

EMPOWERMENT
Stakeholders can make data-driven, informed decisions

OPTIMIZATION
20% increase in form submission rates

REVENUE
Increased conversions produce more leads and more revenue
The Need for Deeper Insights

To hear digital marketing analyst Helena Boada tell it, it started with a simple question. Years ago, she was working with the content management team at Education First (EF), and she was tasked with switching out images across 52 versions of the website. It was a time-consuming, manual task, and she started thinking, “How do we know that one image performs better than the other?”

Boada was given access to the company’s Adobe Analytics license and started testing different assets and tracked the results, eventually using the data to optimize click-throughs across the division’s digital properties. Still, it wasn’t enough. The data wasn’t matching focus group findings, and Boada decided that she needed to dive deeper into the data Adobe Analytics was collecting and learn exactly how visitors were behaving.

“I really wanted to know what was going on out there,” she said. “It’s one thing to look at the numbers, but you really need to know what’s happening on the other side.”

A Data-Driven, Yet Highly-Visual Approach

Initially, Boada used Crazy Egg, but the tool’s basic functionality only whetted her appetite for detailed web analytics data. She arrived at Adobe Summit that year determined to find a complementary solution to Adobe Analytics that would give her detailed insight into customer experiences. She talked to several Adobe partners and realized that the best option was Decibel Insight, a web analytics solution that reveals exactly how users behave on websites and focuses on helping brands better understand customers’ digital pain points.

“I needed something that would fit our basic needs immediately as well as expand and grow with our capabilities,” Boada said.

According to Boada, integration between Decibel Insight and Adobe Analytics was seamless and easy through a wizard that walked her through each step. Within minutes Helena was able to learn in granular detail how her Adobe audience segments were behaving on the website by watching individual session replays, checking the performance of web forms and viewing aggregated heatmaps.

Now, in addition to unique visitors, repeat visitors and clicks, Boada uses Decibel Insight to enhance the capabilities of Adobe Analytics by tracking new, more robust metrics such as form submission rates, types of form submissions, time spent per visits and the performance of individual partners. Reports from Decibel Insight and Adobe Workspace Reports are run each month and sent to stakeholders throughout the division and company. Together, the reports give decision makers a data-driven yet highly-visual way to determine what is working and where there are bottlenecks for customers.
Adobe Partner Story

**Education First** identified areas with high attention using Decibel Insight’s Attention Map and added CTAs in those areas. As a result of this change, lead generation improved by 20%.

"Building a beautiful website that looks nice is just the start, it has to work for both the user and the company," Boada said. "And we need hard proof that our digital marketing efforts and resources are being optimized fully."

**Adobe and Decibel Insight in Action**

Boada recently launched new landing pages for all traffic directed from paid search results. The previous pages were simply a digital version of a brochure that listed each product in a list. It wasn’t customer-centric, argued Boada, using insights collected from Decibel Insight to show that customers reacted better to personalized experiences.

At the same time, Decibel Insight revealed that some pages were getting a lot of attention from visitors—people scrolled all the way through, spent time reading the copy, etc.—but clicks on the call to actions were low. Boada ran some A/B testing through Adobe Target on different versions in several regions and found some interesting data resulting from recorded Decibel Insight heatmaps. Every region has a different behavior, you only truly understand that when you analyze the insights provided by Decibel Insight.

Small tweaks on the copy were able to increase form submission rates by 20%.

**CHALLENGES**

- Had a good idea of how visitors were interacting with digital properties but not why they were behaving in a certain way
- Lack of transparency into the customer experience
- Having a solution that integrates with Adobe Marketing Cloud
"Decibel Insight complements Adobe a lot. It’s easy to just look at the numbers in Adobe without thinking what’s happening behind the scenes. Decibel Insight lets us reassure the decision makers that we have proof of a bottleneck in the customer experience.” Boada said. “It’s not something we can show them with a number or an Excel spreadsheet. We need to be able to show them actual customer behavior. Here they spend a lot of time on our site but aren’t clicking a button. Here they’re hovering over white space. So let’s put a button there. That is so valuable to understanding exactly how people are interacting with our sites and how we can improve their experience.”

Greater Insights = More Conversions = Higher Revenue

According to Boada, greater insight into the customer experience allows EF to direct website visitors through the correct door on their way to purchasing a study abroad package. With hundreds of options, it’s easy for customers to be overwhelmed and made less likely to follow through with a study advisor. Giving customers a unique experience that makes it easy to find the right educational product for them can make a huge difference.

"Having more leads in our system means that we can get more bookings at the end of the day,” Boada said. The success has drawn attention from other EF divisions who may be thinking about using data analytics to create marketing efficiencies and drive an increase in conversions. Decibel Insight is likely to be implemented across other EF divisions and products.

And to think, it all started with a simple question.